
Milk the Damned Cash Cow

Fiddler's Green

Shabby glowers in a frowsy shebeen
The night will get it's plot, we call all the bloody shots
Lazy-bones made for twilight zones
We're not tracked but sacked, it's a lousy truth of fact

Got all the gear from friends and fences
Picks and sticks, rusty shovels and a spade
We're diggers in the dark, grubbing for some luck
Earn a chance in advance, it's a fairly rum romance

Can't wait for better days, won't get lost inside a maze
Raise your drinking bowl, 'cause we take control

Go for it here, go for it now
Let's go for it tonight, and we do know how
Let's have another beer, it's obvious and clear
We score a coup tonight and milk the damn cash cow!

That's our way to rescue and ailing bank in our town
Before the world is running down
All these mates take control over their fate
Fight like Kilkenny cats - fight like bats against the rats

The door's secured with a knocking code
A matter of trust, it's a duty, it's a must
All these plans shine like wild romance
We are bold, digging gold, we go ahead before we're old

Can't wait for better days, won't get lost inside a maze
Raise your drinking bowl, 'cause we take control

Go for it here, go for it now
Let's go for it tonight, and we do know how

Let's have another beer, it's obvious and clear
We score a coup tonight and milk the damn cash cow!

It's not too late, the plan is made
There's no way back tonight
The safe's in sight, we do it right
A tunnel into light

It's not too late, the plan is made
There's no way back tonight
The safe's in sight, we do it right
A tunnel into light

Can't wait for better days, won't get lost inside a maze
Raise your drinking bowl, 'cause we take control

Go for it here, go for it now
Let's go for it tonight, and we do know how
Let's have another beer, it's obvious and clear
We score a coup tonight and milk the damn cash cow!

Go for it here, go for it now
Let's go for it tonight, and we do know how
Let's have another beer, it's obvious and clear



We score a coup tonight and milk the damn cash cow!
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